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Effect of jionrik Ibsen's Chirac t er and Personality on the Char-
acters in His Plays.
%
•I Life of Henrik Ibsen
•
6The situation cvon from the very earliest years of
Ilenrik Ibsen's life, was one of true traced rsonal
problems, in i x J. feront nd through-
out his works and mainly the antagonism which frequently
arousing of pain, defianco, hate. Ibsen was born in otock-
mann House, Skien on March 20, 1828. This house is des-
cribed as that belonging to Solnoss 1 in "The Master Builder."
The most vivid recollection of the first eight years of
his life was the screaming of the saws by the waterfalls.
Three other things fpscinat^d him, namely, the jail, the
pillory, and the madhouse. Thus, at so early an age, we
find the sober, grim, almost melancholy analyst to whom we
later owe so much. At the age of eight, Ibsen* s father's
business failed and the sensitive boy thought himself deeply
humiliated by those whom he had believed friends. Possibly
there were some who did forget the friendship they had pro-
fessed during the days of prosperity, but it is very likely
that Ilenrik Ibsen saw in situations slights which were never
intended. Creditors took over the property and all that
was left was an old farmhouse at Venstob, it was here that
Ibsen cultivated that habit of isolation and analysis 30
characteristic. It was here that he was the "uncomfortable
boy" of his sister's memoirs. The attic of Venstob was
immortalized in the BWild Duck" where the same History
by Harrison, the paint box and the hour glass are mentioned.
Ibsen attended school kept by Johan Hansen who is the only
person during these grim years of whom he retained, any agree-
able sentiment. All in all the story of this period is a
exists between a great man society with the Inevitable

dismal l'ocord. At tho age of fifteon, ho loft school and
remained for a year at; homo. At sixtuen, lie was apprentice*
to an apothecary at Grimstad, We seo in his position hero
a situation similar to that of tho immortal John Keats at
Edmonton. Purine those grim, grey, unappreciated yearn,
the color and tone of Ibsen's temper developed. This
youth, designated by tho ladios as "spectral", was at war--
bitter
—
poor. His earliest talent manifested itself in
sarcastic caricatures of tho people, influential and other-
wise of the town. His roal awakening however seems to have
been accidental. He felt his intellect awakened by the
stir of revolution through Europe.
"The old brooding languor was at an end, and with sur-
prising clearness and firmness he saw his pathway cut out
before him as a poet and as a man..., The cry of revolution
cut to him, of revolution faint indeed and broken, the
voice of a minority appealing frantically and for a moment
against the overwhelming forces of a respectable majority,
but it came to him just at the moment when his young spirit
was prepared to receive it with faith and joy."
We see the proof of this in the preface of Catiline,
the product of these years. Prom the first Ibsen sounded
the tocsin of revolt, A friend, Schulerud, tried to place
"Catiline", but in 1850 Ibsen received what he termed its
"death warrant." At the age of twenty-one he went to the
capitol, where he was fortunate enough to keep for a friend
the generous Schulerud, Since Ibsen at the time was in
dire financial distress, his friend gave him a small allow-
ance and allowed him to share his room. In 1850, he went
to Heltberg where he was a "crammer" for the university.
At this place he met friends whom he later immortalized,
in his plays, the most important of whom was rjornsterne
Fj ornsen. The latter cleverly gives us his Impression of
Ibsen at this time in the following words: "Tense and
Henrik Ibsen Edmond t>osSe - -Pa.ge 16

lean, tha colour of gypsum, behind a vast black henrd,"
Although In 1852, when Ibsen loft Chrlstlanla for Bergen,
he knew Blornsen but slightly, nevertheless they wire
interested In the same kingship thought, tho same idea
of enthusiastic loyalty to Norway, which will be developed
fully in a lator chapter.
At Bergen Ibsen v/as given tho position of plnyvrright
and stage manager. At a very meagre stipend and by promis-
ing to remain for at least five years at Bergen, upon his
return he was given a chance to tour through Denmark and
Germany. It is to this opportunity, granted him with its
thorough experience, that we are indebted for the marvelous
technique so evident in his later plays.
V.hen he went to Copenhagen and Germany at the age of
twenty -f our, Ibsen was struck by the fact that the drama
was under the influence, almost wholly, of academic
inspiration. Tie saw the youth of Copenhagen with its
emphasis on Nature, while that of Dresden was on Passion.
The old and the new, side by side fighting for preeminence,
made a lasting impression which did not fail to manifest
itself lat^r in his work.
To Bjornsen's critique, during this hard time, "The
Feasting at Sol^>oug", a mediocre play, but with flashes of
genius, Ibsen owes his establishment in the eyes of the
people as "a new genius which had dawned in dramatic
literature". Ibsen showed his appreciation of this In
'I o
a play in which he, in his own unique way, portrays Bjornsen
as a kingly leader of men, virile, courageous, generous.
> h
More of Ibsens friendship with Bjornsen will be brought
out later. It is enough to say here that Ibsen owed much
*
to the genorosity and encouragement and enlightenment of
such a critic and friend as DJornsen,
]>urinn; the time of his Bergen years Ibsen seemed to
realize, with characteristic critical insight that he was
unripo--unworthy of the fame for which he thirsted* In
1856 he married Susannah Thoronsen. The next ten years
there followed what is termed the "Period of Satire."
Ibsen at this time was vory poor, very sore, very uncomfort-
able. He was therefore easily convinced that the times were
out of joint and used his genius to flay the ^stoms of society.
Much however is forgiven a mnn t> completely wretched as
Ibsen was in 18G2 to one who was so lively, brilliant and
audacious in spite of his misfortunes. Although the
experiences he underwent were bitter, they v/ere rich in
spiritual recompense. In 1863, he applied to the government
for a travelling grant and received a stipend or fi90 a year.
He was weary of the everlasting turmoil. Feeling himself
threatened with complete torpidity of the imagination by
the sort of existence he m s living in Norway, Ibsen,
heartsick and melancholy, left, for several years, his
native land.
He lived. in Rome and elsewhere in Italy until 1868
when he went to Germany where he lived for the most part
in Dresden and Munich. This self imposed exile lasted
until 1891. The rest of his life was spent in the Nor-
wegian capital, with but one interruption of a journey in
1898. Ibsen died on May 23, 1906.

II The Problem
•
Aftor reading at length and In dotal 1 the life of an admit-
tedly illustrious man, it is inevitable that a certain picture
of that personage is evolved; and it is this picture as it has
fixed itself in my mind as the result of my studies that I wish
to show you before I set before you the task I have undertaken.
I have had a plcturo in my mind of Honrik Ibsen as the "odd, un-
manageable" boy interested In only tho grxmmost aspects of life;
of Henrik Ibsen the apprentice who
1. "had in him that source of anger, against which
all argument is useless, which bubbles up in the heart
of a youth who vaguely feels hJmself possessed of great
native energy and knows not how to stir a hand or even
formulate a wish. He was savage in manners, unprepos-
sessing in appearance, and as he himself has told us
with pathetic naivete, unable to express the real grati-
tude he felt to the few who would willingly have exten-
ded friendship to him if he had permitted it;"l
a picture of Henrik Ibsen during those last darkened days in which
a lonely figure, his heart attuned to that of Nature, his befuddled
brain seemed to feel its affinity to her. Just as Ibsen,
2. la nature connut son but, elle y marche sans se
halter; la nature aspire a la mort. A quoi bon resister?
Quel apaisement immense I ... perdan t la notion de son hu-
manite accidentelle et passagere, de s'abimer, vivant
encore, dans le neant universel;"2
but the picture which is ultimately retained and which, it seems
to me, is most distinctly characteristic of Henrik Ibsen is that
which shows him a somewhat cynical, independent, middleaged man.
1. Henrik Ibsen--Edmond Gosse. P. 18
2. Les Revolt es Seandinaves --Maurice Bigeon--P. 340

The lean yoars have passed and we 3oe the misunderstood ideal-
ist who never refuted a calumny, never eorrectod a story. An iron-
ic glance through his go Id-rimmed spectacles is the only evidence
we have that he realizes such stories are told. We see him a grr>y,
grim lonoly figure, stern face and massive hrow set off by a shock
of hair, shaggy eyebrows over keen, a trifle cold pale-blue eyes,
deep aggressive nose, and lipless mouth betraying the stubborn
will and resolute purposefulness so evident in his life, long, black
frock coat to his heels, head thrust forward a little, hands behind
his back, moving at a slow deliberate pace back and forth, back and
forth.
Although on the whole the impression is that of calmness, never-
theless we are sure that this apparently placid exterior is seeth.ing
with inner tumultuousness . It seems some criticism would become a
little less harsh if would-be critics would bother to understand the
motive which prompts the wearing of the ribbon which always appears
in his buttonhole, gift of the "compact majority." Certainly at
times he was hard --truth frequently is. However it is
1. "likely enough that they who found him harsh and prick-
ly and distant deserved disdain. He could be morose
enough to them that made him suffer. But the maker of
life made anger for the using! "l
There is something in that keen and sombre figure that reminds
one of Dante, with the same curt and awful contempt for lies and.
1. Ibsen--The Man, His Art and His Significance
By Haldane MacFall. P. 5.

for shams. Kills Bays I "When X see this man with that little
wodge of sincerity and the Mighty Thor'3 hammer of his art, I
feel as though no mountaJn of error could resist the new spirit
he represents."!
Whilo reading Ibsen's plays, and especially thoso which
critics denounced as "mass of vulgarity" "gross" etc., this sol-
itary figure of the man who refuses to answer or excuse himself,
whose gruff nature is incapable of manifesting the gratitude he
feels to the few friends he has, yet shows us by the pathetic
little ribbon in his lapel, that he is not so independent of the
opinions of those around him, as his attitude would imply, my
interest in the man as a human being and a curiosity as to the
effect of his own characteristics on the characters in his plays
was aroused, and this naturally involved an analysis of his
character and personality. By showing how his personal traits
of character influenced the characters in his plays I hope to
bring about a truer knowledge of the motives that impelled Ibsen
to write.
Much has been written of the life of Ibsen so in my paper
I have written only what is necessary to show how his life affected
his character and personality and consequently the characters in
the plays which eventually followed.
His plays, too, because of the intense interest they occa-
sioned have been analyzed ad infinitum
. I shall therefore make
no attempt whatever at retelling or analysis. My chief endeavor
in bringing them up is to show you Ibsen's dramatic personae as
1. The New Spirit—Havelock Ellis.

afTactod by his own character,
Kor the origin of Ibsen's plays, wo must tako tho author's
words
:
"Everything which I have created as a poet has had
its origin in a frame of mind and a situation in life."
And again Maurice Bigeon remarks:
1. "Un jour 11 mo dit: Jamais personne n'inspira mes
pensees, ne guida mes opinions, j'ai tout cherche
en moi-meme, tout est sort! de mon coeur."l
Ibsen like many of the characters which he created, felt him-
self "called" to the service of mankind. In one of his letters,
we find this stated exactly:
2. "A present mes pense'es sont fortes et je suis resistant
comme I'acier, car j'obeis a ma vocation qui m'ordonne
d'errer pres du ciel. 2
and he, like Aristophanes, like Mollere, and like Dumas has to-
day given all his mature art and his knowledge of life and men
to the service of ideas. Ibsen found it impossible to deal with
matters superficially. He felt a positive need of probing the
inner crevices of conscience. His whole life's work seems to be
embodied in those words wrung from his heart during those lean,
1. Les Revoltes Scandinaves--Maur ice Bigeon. P. 254.
2. Les Revoltes Scandinaves--Maurice Bigeon, P. 270.

hungry Griinatnd years and which ho put Into the preface of Cati-
line:
"T must, I must; a voice is crying to me
Prom my soul's depth and I v/ill follow it."
His one hope was to improve humanity from within through growth
and improvement of the ideal nature in the individual. The ele-
ment of growth was not too well recognized by Iben's contempo-
raries especially when his ideas did not coincide with theirs or
when they seemed to overwhelm them by the enormity of fehdlr sig-
nificance. It is for this reason that we must go to the days of
Byron and Shelley for such uncontrollable condemnation. Huneker
says of their attitude:
"Ibsen was a stranger, Ibsen was disdainfully
silent, therefore Iben must be annihilated." 1
That Ibsen was thoroughly human, that the isolation, aloof-
ness of manner and cynicism were merely a crusty coating for pro-
tection, can be shown in many instances in his life. The one which
appeals to me most is that which shows him whimsically arranging
a lot of extraordinary toys on a small tray which stood beside the
inkstand on his table— some little carved, wooden Swiss bears, a
diminutive black devil, small cats, dogs and rabbits made of copper,
one of which was playing the violin.
"I never write a single line of any of my dramas unless
that tray and its occupants are before me on the table"
Ibsen is said to have remarked. "I could not write without them.
It may sound strange
—
perhaps it is --but I cannot write
without them.
"
This man who seemed to derive a certain comfort from these objects
to which he Lindoubtedly , in his ingenious way, attributed charac-
1. Egoists—A Book of Supermen Huneker

teristics which ho found pleasing v/aa seldom confidential, he
nover "gavo way;" although his ©motions and affections were ge-
nuine, hia heart was a fenced city. For Ibam thin isolation
was necessary. He was able to see and understand more clearly from
afar. Brandes seems to be the only one to whom he couDd at times
unburden himself. This association v/ith Brandos was very valuable
for him; in fact, it was a regular University education in itself.
It seems to be true that the deeper one thinks of human prob-
lems, the deeper they become. No solution has been reached but
after all, would solution be desirable? If all our problems were
solved our chaotic strivings and bewildered endeavors would be over
to be sure, but that glorious evolution, evidence of our spiritual
vitality, would be arrested. Ibsen possessed that "spirit that
denies." He seemed to take
1. "cynical satisfaction in discovering the worm in the
apple, the reft in the lute."
However, his pessimism was due not to moral hopelessness, but to
moral indignation; his ethical significance was active, his social
dream optimistic. His characteristic failing was to translate all
experiences in terms of the intellectual, and to doubt his own
emotion unless tested by the sad undertone of life. His value
rests in the evolutionary aspect which dominates his dramas.
These are a bold stimulating spectacle for the spirit which places
him in the list of the greatest of poets who are not they who have
done the best, but rather they who have suggested the most. It
1. A Gommentary on the Writings Fenrik Ibsen—H. H. Boyesen. P.
(c
,
is just this quality in which the great secrot of Ibsen's power
lies. His dramas, which wore the outcome of self examination and
the active assertion of the human will, wore not mirrors showing
the mere surface of this "human ohimern" called life, but Wontgen
rays, penning and reveal ing its fundamental framework,
1. "Porhaps none of tho ideas promulgated in the works
of Ibsen sre, strictly speaking, original with him.
They are tbe floating notions of an age caught vh^le
yet invisible or indistinct to the mass of men, and
made palpable by a creative touch."
His work throughout is the expression of a great soul.
2. "Like Richard Wagner, he knows how to group events
into living frescoes possessing the charm of signi-
ficant pictures, with this difference however, that
Ibsen's works, not like Wagner, with, strange costumes
and properties, architectural splendor, mechanical
magic, gods and fabulous beates, but with penetrating
vision into the backgrounds of souls and the conditions
of humanity.
"
To understand Ibsen neccessitates a consideration of history,
philosophy, and social revolution through evolution. From his
earliest work to the time when he himself began to estimate the
trtie value of his fight, a dynamic force has to be considered.
The note of regret which is detected in his last plays seems to
indicate that he felt the truth of life to be missed in his zeal-
ous seeking for the welfare of humanity. The sarca? fi>. laugh at
his own expense in "The Wild Duck" represents a change of base
from the cynical levity at the expense of society in "Love's
1. Henrik Ibsen—Plays and Problems . --Otto Heller. P. 11
2. Degeneration—Max Hordau p. 338

Comedy." Probably toward the end of his lifo, ho saw clearly
his failure to acknowledge that there was a mean between the
world as it is and the world as he would have it.
The odifice of Ibsen's work La unique because of its com-
pleteness and its logical sequence*
1. "Every play appears as a marvelous rosult of artistic
compression and selection.
Every play is individual and distinctive, yet all
are linked together with invisible hidden motives.
All rest upon the indestructible foundation of per-
manent enduring art."
He steadily moves from point to point. As he continues, his
standpoint changes and he abandons much to which he has previous
ly held. Just as any traveller, as new vistas appear before his
eyes, he loses part of the view behind with the result that it
becomes higher and his outlook freer. Contrary to that quality
in many great artists by which they learn through tranquility
some of the deepest secrets of Mother Earth, Ibsen's lines were
precipitous and abrupt.
"Ibsen's advance resembles rather the terribly
business-like progress of the cormorant bent
upon attaining his point with a quite relentless
resolve and with incessant beat of pinions." 2
To beautify was not his end. It was rather to ask questions,
to awaken, to startle, to combat, censure, and satirize in his
creation of true, living, human beings,
1. Egoists--A book of Superman— J. Juneker.
2. The New Spirit --Havelock Ellis

1 9
1. "Ibsen's mind was like a Ions; it focu3ned
the refracted, scattered, md broken lights
of opinions and. theories of his day upon the
contracted space of his stage. lo a fluid
state the ideas that cryptallisod in his prose
series aro to bo found in his earliest work;
there is a remorseless fastening of link to
link in the march-like movement of his x^lay 3 *
Their author seems to delight in battering down
in "Ghosts" what he had preached in "The Doll'
3
House." "The Enemy of the People" exalted the
individual man, though "Ghosts taught that a
certain kind of personal liberty is deadly.
"The Wild Duck" which follows i3 another puzzle
for in it the misguided idealist is pilloried
for destroying homes by his truth-telling
dangerous tongue; Rosnersholm follows with its
portrayal of lonely souls; and the danger of
filling old bottles with the fermenting wines
of new ideas is set forth; in "The Lady From
The Sea" free will, the will to love, is lauded,
tho ' Rebecca West and Rosmcr in Rosmersholm
perished because of their experience of the same
will." 1
These apparent contradictions in the works of a man of so keen
a mind as Ibsen gives evidence as I have 3aid before of spiritual
vitality and shows in him that teachable attitude which realizes
and acknowledges human limitations, He shows us life. As Goethe
said of Moliere, so say we of Ibsen:
2. "He has chastized us by painting us just as we
are. And his dramas are his tentatives at the
question which Tolstoi claims Shakespeare never
consciously proposed to himself: "What are we
alive for?" 2
Archibald
Archibald
1. Interpreters of Life
Henderson- -Page
2. Interpreters of Life
Henderson- -Page
and the Modern Spirit--.
283.
and the Modern Spirit
—
241.
%
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III. Traits of Character Revealed In His Life.
t

Among tho Norwegian poets and novelists we find various
qualities of ton mooting in striking opposition; a v/ild fantastic
imagination bosido an oxact realism; a tendency to mysticism and
3ymbol boside a healthy naturalism. We shall see in Ilenrik Ib-
sen 1 s case this was true also.
: ' :'
'
:
Of Ilenrik Ibsen's keeness of insight Edouard Rod in "La
Mort D.1 Ibsen" aptly writes:
1. "Je n'en connais aucune qui montre avec plus de
clarte'--les rapports eternels de l'ame individuelle avec les
conflits generaux 1 1 ctroite det>r>rdance de nos actes prives et
des opinions qui s'agitent autour de nous."l
Sometimes his letters were filled with a desT>ondency akin to
hopelessness. The value of his message, the knowledge he had of
its need and the seeming futility on his part to make his coun-
trymen understand it completely were some of the reasons. There
were those who accused Ibsen of being a propagandist. Eis bitter
denunciation of the "compact majority" brought this about. This
accusation was not true. Ibsen recognized the low standards at
home, the sluggish interest, the aimless quarrels. His question,
the answer to which he sought so untiringly to bring home to the
masses was: "What makes the majority plebeian?" And the answer:
"Lack of nobility." In his plea for a true aristocracy Ibsen
made his meaning clear in an address to a body of workmen:
1. Volume 223. P. 825

"I moan aristocracy of character, of will, of mind," Ills knowl-
edge of human frailty, of the impossibility of the majority's
reaching "the heights" gave birth to the oft-quotod, moaningful
sentence-- "The strongest wan is he who 3tand3 alone." His keen-
ness v/as especially manifested, after the bitter denunciation of
Ghosts* w Ho wrote in one of his letters:
1. "All the infirm decrepit creatures who have
fallen upon tho work to crush it, will them-
selves be crushed by the verdict of the his-
tory of literature."!
His characters were not mere surface portraits. His was a marked
ability to see twenty years beyond the ordinary individual. The
scientific facts which he pointed out were often illogical. It
was not Ibsen's intention to advance scientific data. His acute-
ness of vision gave him a broader aim which was to draw attention
to a larger scientific law—to point out the fatal consequences
of ignoring action and reaction, A bit of his innate perception
cannot help seeping through the minds of even the most prosaic,
plodding, and uninteresting of us. There is
2. "scarcely one of Ibsen's social plays which
we can read without being forced to admit
that we have somewhere stopped short of the
full meaning of our own questions and ac-
cepted an answer that concealed from us the
duty, and robbed us of the strength of fur-
ther
.
questionings, "2
In the "Lady From the Sea" his proposition that freedom of
1. Letter to Hegel. 1882.
2. Henrik Ibsen—Edmund Gosse. P. 96

choico must be at tho bottom or all relations is not to bo ig-
nored. In "Brand," "Poor Gynt" and "Kmporor and Galilean," the
offect of idealism on a person of native excitability was effect-
ively shown. With his eyes wide open to the possible mischief of
idealism in the hands of the wrong person lie sot himself to tho
task of inculcating this moral by writing realistic plays. Noth-
ing which suggested itself to this wide open mind as of possible
value to mankind was passed over. Ibsen's own growth was our
growth, for he possessed the secrot of revealing to us its progress
and he himself declared that ability to project experiences men-
tally livid through was the secret of the literature of modern
t ime s
.
Isolation ; --
Although Ibsen had gained a reputation of being aloof and
difficult to approach, there was beneath his rough sxterior, a
longing and a sympathy for understanding. This seems to have
been denied him. Life for him did not mean intercourse with
others; his life was in the world of thought and dreams* He al-
lowed, that we must all work for the spread of our opinions, but
he insists that it must be alone. To George Brandes in 1870 he
wr it e s
:
"Friends are a costly luxury; and when one has
devoted one's self wholly to a profession and
a mission here in life, there is no place for
friends . "l
There is something almost tragic in the note which he strikes in
the following lines upon leaving his own Country for several
1. Letters of Henrik Ibsen. — i£T<^

yenrs
:
1. "Kilo est finie, ma via dans la plain©
,
proa
du ciel seulomont, jo puis vivre. Ici aur
la montagne aont Dieu ot la liborte ot la-
bas lea autrea t^tonnent dana lea tenebre3
de 1 'areolae, "l
2. "The me3aage whicW he found on tho outside
looking in as it were, was that the individ-
ual -done mattered- -that the individual had
no laws to obey but self. But like his own
uncompromising "Brand," who to save his own
soul trod down all, love of wife, love of
child, love of his fellows; he found him-
self soon where Brand stood at last--aiuong
the frozen mountain peaks. "2
Although this life on the heights was lonesome and forbidding it
was withal for Ibsen free, spacious, and s^/'utary. Even the
homage of the world was not able to relieve in any way his sense
of isolation. A propos of this, he wrote: "it gives me no
sense of happiness. And what is it really worth--the whole
thing?
"
The opposition called for by "Ghosts" emphasized the loneli-
ness of his position. He said: "The minority is always in the
right--I mean that minority which leads the van, and pushes on to
points which the majority has not yet reached. I mean that man
is most right who has allied himself most closely with the future.
His philosophic view of democracy isolated him from the Liberals
1. Les Bevoltes Scandinaves --Maurice Bigeon. P. 270
2. Ibsen--The Man, His Art and His Significance--Haldane
MacFall, P . 20
.
•
at that period in his life when he was interesting himself in
these affairs while the domocr'itic attitude he assumed cut him
aloof from the Conservatives. Ibsen was thoroforo isolated, but
this isolation was for him, nncesnnry. He could seo better from
af?\r. his natural aggressiveness was cut off, for ho viewed ac-
cording to perspective and for this reason much more truly and
profitably for us. A3 Maurice Bigeon says:
1. "Dans' la solitude a laquelle il se condamne
avec delicos, il cree des ames souvcrainos
et telles qu'elles seront dans le troisieme
age, des ames sur lesquelles il voudrait
modeler l'humanite. 1
In the contemplation of his dream and for the completion of the
task to which he set himself, Ibsen stood alone, absorbed, in-
different • Like the stern winter-night of his fatherland, Nor-
way, the ideas which took root were the outcome of a nighty,
vibrant energy, which developing in silence, must penetrate.
Realism :
Henrik Ibsen may be called a realist because
2. "he had vitality enough to find intense en-
joyment and inexhrustible interest in the
world as it really is, unbeautif ied, uni-
dealized, untitivated in any way for the
artistic consumption. It must always be a
mystery to the ordinary beauty-fancying
life-shirking amateur how the realist in
art .can bring his unbeautif ied remorseless
celebrations of common life in so many
pretty, pleasant, sweet noble, touching fic-
tions, and yet take his place there among the
highest, although the railling, the derision,
the protest, the positive disgust are almost
universal at first. "2
1. Les Revoltes Scandinaves—Maurice Bigeon. P. 271.
2. Dramatic Opinions and Essays. --G. Bernard Shaw. P. 203.
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Ibson takes real life as it is "with no inoro regard for poor
Smith's dreams and hypocrisies than tho woather has for hi3
shiny silk hat when he forgets his umb^e] ] n .
"
Ibsen was not a Zola, for he did not confine his genius within
the limits of realism. He showed rather that the externals of
realism--winner, customs, costume, --could not prevent real ge-
nius from searching the depths of the human heart and finding
the poetry inherent in common life. His prose dramas for the
most part take up ordinary incidents liable to happen to any of
us. They produce upon the reader the impression that what he
is reading is actually talcing place before him. On this point,
George Bernard Shaw says:
"if you ask me where you can find the Helmer
household, the Allmers household, the Solness
household, the Rosmer household and all the
other Ibsen households I reply 'Jump out of a
train anywhere between Wimbledon and Haslemere;
walk into the first villa you come to--and
there you are.'"l
In "Ghosts" Ibsen traces the human tragedy relentlessly, calmly,
coldly, thoroughly. As a piece of literature, it is hard, to
find a more stark and naked bit of realism.
Of "The Wild Duck" George Bernard Shaw goes on to say:
"To sit there getting deeper and deeper into
1. Dramatic Opinions and Essays -G. Bernard Shaw. P. 259.

that likdal homo and jotting dooper and
deepor into your own life all th* timo,
until you forgot that you aro in a the-
atre at all; to look on with horror and
pity at a profound tragedy, shaking with
laughter all tho time at an irresistible
comedy; to go out, not from a diversion,
but from an experience doeper than real
life ever brings to most mon, or often
brings to any man."l
Ibsen was the possessor of a cold intensity of thought; to
him,
2. "the tree of life is in joopardy because
of the d3caying spots which his sound-
ings bring to light, lie is a skater
along the thin surface of convention,
not content merely with putting danger
signals where the ice is thinnest and
skirting around, but thrusting his crit-
ical stick into the depths and forcing
others to look with him into the real
cause for flaw. It is not always agree-
able to approach the strength of life by
searching for the weakness; but Ibsen rs
whole social philosophy contends that so
long as the weaknesses exist, there can
be no strength. He does not believe in
letting sleeping dogs lie. "2
We see from the words of these recognizedly keen critics that
Ibsen was far from deadening or overbearing the sense of respon-
sibility we should feel toward life. There are few who bring
home to us with greater force the significance of what we d.o,
think, are.
ruth:
Ibsen, past master of disillusionment, considered the reoort
of the human soul as he saw it his right. He believed in the
inseparableness of truth and the ultimate identity of truth and
1. Dramatic Opinions and Essays--G. Bernard Shaw. P. 266.
2. Henrik Ibsen--The Man and His Plays. Montrose J. Moses P. 325.
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iHrtn 3 isiru Hence, he bocomo3 the moat vehement, consistent, an'l
formidable dominoi-i Lor of the "conventional lie."
"Wait," says Ibsen, "and you will see your
own 3 0ul, the soul of the man and woman
who jostle you in the street, the same
soul in palace and hovol, that orchestra
i
of cerebral sonsations, the human soul,"
The determination of Ibsen and others of the Norwegian poets to
speak the truth at all costs, seems to be rather characteristic of
countries whose literature is young. This may be true because of
the fact that things have a chnnce of being said for the first
time --with warmth, vigor, and freshness. Be that as it may, Henrik
Ibsen was distinctly a foe to compromise and "if moral stress is
unduly felt, if he tears asunder the veil of our beloved illusions
and shows us as we are, it is because of his righteous indignation
against the platitudinous hypocrisy of modern life." He considered
the chief thing to be sincerity, and to be strong in adhering to the
ideas one possessed. He despises the weak, not the strong sinner.
His strong man is frequently wrongheaded; but to him, it is the
weakling who works the real mischief. Huneker remarks:
"He originated a new method of surprising life, ^
capturing it and forcing it to give up a
moiety of its mystery for the uses of a diffi-
cult and recondite art. He pushed resolutely
into the mists surrounding the human soul, his
Diogenes lantern glimmering, his brave lonely
1. ' Henrik Ibsen—-The Man and His Plays
Montrose L. Moses P. 27
2. Egoists A Book of Supermen--Huneker P. 92.

The Indignant dissatisfaction which he sometimes manifested is
simply bhe terrible earnestness of the man. He fools that there
are certain things which have been allowed to be passed over
which should be brought to light. Therefore he proceeds to give
us this necessary illumination. Although his truth is severe, the
study is not lacking in romantic glow nor devoid of a poignant
humor which lies concealed in idea and personality.
The furor aroused by "Ghosts'1 did not trouble Ibsen. In a
letter to Hegel (1882) he remarked that he made good use of the
comedy situations during the storm of protests at its publication.
He chuckles as he tells him he intends to make a drama which may
be read by state councillors, rich merchants, "and their ladies"
without unnecessary shock.' In "Ghosts"--cited so often because it
is the work which drew down upon Ibsen the /rath of contemporary
and subsequent critics more than any of the others--he allows a
species of modern fate to take care of events which demanded of
him a logical outcome. Truth will be hidden until doubt is cleared
away and even though there are very many who follow that oft -quoted
but none the less true line of least resistance by clinging to the
sunnier side of doubt^ the more logically minded realize the valid-
ity of Ibsen's reasoning. In reviewing "Brand" the word "extreme"
may be used. Are there not extremists in the world? Ibsen was
not after a certain kind of truth, a certain part of truth. Ibsen
wanted truth. The watchword of "Brand""-.'"1 "' or Nothing-~an absolute
repudiation of compromise, was founded on a profound contemplation
of human nature. It may also be applied to Ibsen himself in his

selfless effort to portray ]ifo. In short, his work was inspired
and guided by the principle of truthfulness. His simple message m
be embodied in the few words: "Dare to be true."
Independence
:
With his stoical sternness of disposition, Ibsen made not a
single concession to the public. There wo3 something almost im-
posing and refreshing in his serenity and absolute renunciation of
my natural desire he might have to please or flatter. Ibsen him-
self said
!• "C'est parce que j'ai eu 1' impression tres
forte de la contradiction que nous avons is—
troduite entre la destinee humain; et Irs so-
cietes fondees par les homines, que j'ai e'crit
ce que j'ai ecrit."l
And again:
"Pour acquerir une valeur typique, il faut
etre le plus individuel qu'il est possible. "2
One of the aims of Ibsen which proved his individualism was the
"aristocracy of character." This aim, to his contemporaries, was
not clear and the result could only be a lack of improvement along
this line. The sureness and bravery of Ibsen is manifested in
persisting in following his determined course. He was always mas-
ter of the situation. Not sharing our trumpery notions of life
and society, he sometimes took themes that make us wince. The re-
sulting criticism as to subject matter and realistic treatment
1. Les Revoltes Scandinaves- -Maurice Bigeon. P. 254.
2. Les Revoltes Scandinaves--Maurice Bigeon. P. 254.

produced an exhilorntlng effect upon him. He lovod the smoke of
battle. The hurling of petty personalities , bitter and stinging
produced just the opposite to the desired effect, Ibsen reaped
strength and purpose from the fray. He 3aid himself : "I care no
more for this than for the barking of s pack of chained dogs."
With all this, however, llenrik Ibsen was not merciless. His pur-
pose v/as good, and if at times he probed unnece33arily , he was
likely to satirize the idea later as we shall see. He sought only
the ultimate good of humanity and if he adopted a cynical attitude
at times, it was because in his time also, just as in ours, there
were those who "would not see." For an appreciation of Henrik
Ibsen, ?nan and dramatist, one must have a generous spirit, a mind
ouen and ready for conviction, sympathy based on understanding.
His independence was not that of the ignorant. It was the inde-
pendence of the keen searching soul which has sounded the joys and
sorrows of human experiences and would share with us his knowledge
for our benefit.
1. "Son lime, enfin, ne ressemblait pas, comme
celle de Goethe ou de Bjornsen, a ces beaux
lacs de la ITorvdge, argente's sous le ciel
tranquille, horde's d'une rnysterieuse cein-
ture de bois, qu'un ouragan parfois effleure
mais qui aussitot reprennent la serenite
harmonieuse de leurs reves. Au contraire il
voulait connaitre, il voulait comprendre . ', il
voulait savoir; son indifference n'etait qu
'
illusoire, il croyait, il aimait encore, il
haissait 1' in just ice et 1 'hypocrisie , il ado-
rait la vie, il voulait la faire heureuse et
libre, dompter et refaire la realite."!
1. Les Revoltes Scandinaves- -Maurice Bigeon. P. 272.

The world would not know him as he was, and
"the world, plucking ut his magnificence,
railing at his honour, sneering at his
powers, called to him to show that scowl
and saw it, by consequence nearly always. •
With exile's staff and sorrow's pack, he
sot forth to conquer his age--for he had
the conqueror's confidence, the conqueror's
daring, the inst lnct.3 of the world-compeller,
this little 3tunted man with the lion's
head, "l.
Attitude toward Women;
Although Ilenrik Ibsen was content to watch women from a dis-
tance, his pen, in this respect as in others, proved that his was
an understanding which was capable of adequately treating so in-
tricate a subject.
2. "Ibsen always pictured woman in a radiant,
poetic light, contrasting her with self-
loving man; so all the lyrical impulse,
all the fullness of repressed feeling which
he coiild make no use of in his presentation
of man, he lays as a halo around the brow of
woman. To the delineation of such women n.re
devoted the gentlest and most affecting por-
tions of his work. Thus we see that Ibsen
more than any other poet is the champion of
woman, and, if he does not wholly agree with
Bernick, he is not far from doing so when
the latter exclaims "You women are the pil-
lars of society? '"2
From the start he showed that he possessed a certain concept-ion
of woman which is seen in nearly all his dramas, viz., Catiline's
wife, Aurelia and the vestal Furia are brought out again in the
persons of Dagny and Hjordis of the "Vikings." There is a re-
appearance in "A Doll's House" "Hedda G-abler" and "When We Dead
1. Ibsen—The Man, His Art and His Signif icance--Haldane MacFall
P. 7.
2. Henrik Ibsen--A Critical Biography—Henrik Jaeger. P. 241.

Awaken." His endorsement of feminine claims was 3 imply an act of
unswerving allagiazioe t6 the, foroe of logic, Tho "omancipatod"
Ibsen woman is the sensible woman, the v/omanly woman, who accepts
calmly her share of the burdens, and insists on her rights as a
human being without heroics. He possessed a keen penetration of
the feminine nervous framework and because of his ability to look
out with the soul of the woman he draws, he transfers to his sketch
a living person. We can discern a change in the Ibsen conception
of womanhood from romantic weakness and dependence to a declaration
of rights. Later we see a more subtle quality infused by which
past life is made active in the present, and lastly we find develop-
ment taking place from within, that is, by conditions which are im-
posed spiritually rather than socially. All Ibsen's women are re-
lated, cut from the same cloth, as it were. The remnants of one
play were usually enlarged by him in evolving another. If he found
he could not consistently use certain types, he v/ould tuck them
away for further use. Thus we see that Rebecca West has something
in her of Hjordis and something of Hedda Gabler. His luminous pene-
tration produced a scrupulous fairness in his analysis of female
character. His wcnon have moments when they act by the ice-cold
calmness of resolution. This is sometimes the result of real
courage, sometimes it is a mere groping for a place of rest. In
the '"Vikings of Helgoland," Sigurd pronounces "ex voce poetae"
Ibsen 1 s ideal of womanhood and wifehood:
"The warrior needs a high-souled wife. She
whom I choose must rest content with a hum-
ble lot; no honor must seem too high for
her to strive for; gladly must she follow

mo a- -viking; war-weed must she wear;
she must egg me on to the strifo, and
never blink hor eyos when sword -blades
light on; but if she be faint-heartod
scant honor will befall me."
All the men in Ibsen's plays who amounted to anything required for
self-realization the helpful comradeship of a woman. It was in-
evitable for Ibsen, with his open, sincere, and logical mind, to
accept the fact that women more than men, put themselves to the
test that proves grandeur. When Ilelmar in "Doll's House" says:
"No one sacrifices honor for love" Nora stands as spokeswoman of
her sex: "A hundred thousand women have done it" she remarks. In
conclusion we have Ibsen's words on the subject translated into a
language so adequate to express such a sentiment:
La verite va luire, la regeneration est prochc, et
nous les verrons certes, car on nous les apporte. Les messageres
de de 1' ideal, qui annoncent le triomphe du reve dans la volonte',
dans 1 'amour ce sont nos meres, nos epouses, et nos filles--ce
sont les femmes.'" ^
Attitudg Toward Own Characters:
Ibsen's characters are men and women- -not types. They stand
out primarily in connection with certain fundamental principles.
His art forces the reader to take each character on its own in-
dividual worth, which is either strengthened or weakened by the
general structure of his plot. In an examination of the charac-
ters in an Ibsen drama, we see that however extreme the views,
they are made to depict, they are always made to realize, through
love, through hate, through grief, or through some other of the
fundamental human passions, wherein their views have been too
1. Degeneration- -Max Nordan--Page 97

extreme. The characters in his 30-called "third empire" or realis-
tic dramas have boon severely criticised. There are many here who
are stunted either physically, morally, or socially. However it
was a healthy impulse which prompted this. Ibsen saw the human
possibility of each case to be represented in very small circles,
and though he realised the poignancy of the method, he followed
the tenets of his Ibsenism unflinchingly. His characters were not
brought to the hospital to die but to be cured. He often puts the
cup of sorrow he has himself drained to the lips of those of his
characters who are virile enough to endure what he termed the
"wholesome discomfort of sorrow." His conception of renunciation
was that it braced the individual and brought out whatever latent
strength and virtue he possessed. There is something whimsical,
something very human, something rather unexpected in Ibsen's atti-
tude toward his characters. He makes them so very real. We feel
with them, think with them, act with them, even as he did himself.
In "Enemy of the People" he says of Dr. Stockmann: "We agree on ro
many subjects. But the Doctor is a more ittaddle-headed person than
I." Mien someone happened to say that Nora, in "A Doll's House"
had a curious name, Ibsen immediately replied:
"Oh.' Her full name was Leonora; but that Was
shortened to Nora when she was quite a little
girl. Of course you know she was terribly
spoiled by her parents."
After "Hedda Gabler" was finished expressed the following senti-
ment at having to part with characters who have assumed the pro-
portions of reality to him.
4
"It produces a curious feeling of empti-
ness to be thus suddenly separated from a
work which has occupied one '3 time and
thoughts for sovoral months to the exclu-
sion of all else."
He shows us his likes and dislikes for certain profo33ions
through his characters. That of medicine seems to be the most
favored. Dr. Wangel in "Lady Prom the Sea" is one of his noblest
conceptions of a' male character. Dr. Herdal in the "Master Builder"
has a minor part but we cannot help approving him. Although Dr.
Rank in "Doll's House" is a pathetic figure he does not forfeit
our respect, while Dr. Relling in "Wild DucV" is acting according
to his lights. Of the schoolmasters, Ibsen's feelings were mixed.
We have the well-meaning Arnholm and Allmers on the one hand. while
on the other we have representatives of pinched narrowness shown
in George Lisman, Rorlund, and Kroll. As seen by the character-
ization of Martha Bernick in "Pillars of Society" and Petra Stock-
mann in "Enemy of the People" women teachers are treated with dis-
tinct favor. Lawyers, for whom Ibsen has an intense dislike and
whom he employs rarely in his plots are all branded as anti-ideal-
ists. This is well shown in the characterization of Porvald Helmer
in "A Doll's House," Brack in "Hedda G-abler," and Stensgaard in
"Love's Comedy." The Clergy Ibsen put in a lower class. According
to him they, with their narrow-minded inflexible morality, did
much harm. He mercilessly satirizes Fastor Strawman in "Love's
Comedy" with his eye rivited on his daily bread and butter, while
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Pastor Manders in "Ghosts" obtains only disdain and contempt be-
cause of his blundering ignorance of the elements of human nature,
and the subsequent tragedy which resultod. For the fanatic Brand
whoso sincerity was his worst vice, we feel sorrow. For politicians
and journalists Ibsen had complete contempt. What he thought of
them is plainly seen in the following passage:
"Scientists should not be allowed to torture
animals to death. Let the physicians ex-
periment upon newspapermen and politicians."
He completely grasps the individual. He knew his characters as he
would know flesh and blood personages. They vore not creatures of
situation such as we find in Scribe and Sardou, but the situation is
inevitably the result of these vivid beings to whom our artist has
given the "illumination of life."

IV. \n-ilysis of Ibsen 1 s' Plays From the Preceding Aspects.
(
C,i\ til Inc
:
Ibsen conoeivod Catiline in terms of himsolf . Doth longed
only for the good, and although their thoughts were of the noblest
they were looked at askance. This longing for the highest, a kind
of independence by which Ibsen inanifosted hifl utter disregard of
the mediocre aspirations of his contemporaries, is seen through
the opening words of Catiline:
"Have I no longer the energy nor the desire
to reach this noble end and to do av/ay with
my miserable existence?"
Much of Ibsen's own craving after the ideal was written into Cati-
line. The theme was well fitted to fire the enthusiasm of the
Grimstad clerk who was spending this time in smouldering rebellion
in the apothecary shop. According to the reasoning of Ibsen and
of Catiline, the world was unjust. Those in power were unworthy
and therefore should not expect submission. The Hungarian upris-
ing ?nd the Polish rebellion of 1846-1848 erMsted his sympathies
and produced a responsive vibrntion. We may even say that these
uprisings were responsible for the real awakening of Ibsen. A
glimmering of the future independence of his thought is given us
in the opening words of Sallust
"of the arch rebel, of Satan himself, as the
poets have conceived him, how does it at-
tract, with its effects of energy, intelligence,
and pride, the curiosity of one whose way of
life, as Keats would say, is still undecided,
his ambition still thick-sighted.
<
In Catiline wo so© a typical Ibsen; a man whoso heart is aflame
with enthusiasm in tho cause of froedom, a friend to all the weak
and opprossed--an idealist--Ibsen. Hie two women, Aurelia and
Puria give us a 3ltviation which we shall seo in many of Ibsen's
plays-one the eternal womanly woman, and the other, woman the con-
queror, In Catiline, they embodied two abstract principles, one
drawing out all that was tender and gentle, the othor inciting
him to wild deeds. This position between Aurolia and Furia--one
his good, the other his evil genius, foreshadows the situation
in "Warriors of Helgoland," "Brand" and others. The element in
this play in which Furia, the one with more power, desires his
perdition is similar to the idea occurring later in "Lady Inger
of Ostraat". Throiigh his opening words we see the keenness of
Ibsen's insight by which he realizes that if he is to rise against
society he must do so alone. This rebellion is the rebellion of
the analyst. • Here we have Ibsen searching beneath the "gilded
crust" and revealing a society where self-seeking, intrigue, and
cunning hold sway.
1. In this, the first of Ibsen's plays, we are
conscious of groping, but however confused
his aim, we have a marvellous work of youth
foreshadowing the rough beginnings of Ibsen's
gonitis and bringing out for the first time
the gulf which seems to 'be ever present be-
tween our aims and our power to fulfill them.
One thing stands out which is characteristic
of youthful enthusiasm in depicting an Ideal
character--a staunch strength of will and the
courage to pursue it as the noblest assets of
a man .
1
1. Henrik Ibsen—Edmund Ciosse. P. 20.
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4Lady 1 " of OiiU'^it:
Ibsen hlmsolf lay3 tho inspiration of this piece to a love
affair. "Romantic elements therefore dominate the imagination, and
we find tho feeling in the treatnont rathor than any attempt to
create outstanding characters. The personal note is introduced
in the invention of Elina Gyldenlove as a roporduction of Rikke
Hoist with whom he considered himself in love at the time. The
youthful hero worship, vigor, and independence of Ibsen is seen in
the endowing of Lady Ingor with the warm4-?' which in reality she
never possessed, while Hils Lykke, despite the fact that his ac-
tions were those of a villain, is painted in so idealistic a light
and with such irresistible attractiveness that we are almost con-
strained to favor him. The belief that Ibsen possessed^ that man's
"mission" in life was God-sent, is shown in Lady Inger ' s firm con-
viction that it was her duty to save her people. In Elime, Ib-
sen's knowledge of women, his keen insight into their motives, is
shown. The growth of love in her heart for the man whom she must
eventually hate is fascinating. Eline, who is one of the sweetest
of the Ibsen women, possessing that gift which he so often gave
them, of being able to dray/ the noblest qualities out of a man,
captures the heart of Nils Lykke as soon as he conquers hers.
Even after she finds out who he is, she is not able to force the
love she has for him from her heart. Ibsen's own. belief in wo-
men's power, over men is evidenced by the words which he places
in the mouth of Nils Lykke when he realizes the degrading weight
of his past deeds:

"Had I mot a woman proud and noblo and
high-soulod, ovon as you" ho said,
"then had my path boon different. For
this I believe: A woman in the mightiest
power in the world, and in her hand it
lien to guide a man wbithor God Almighty
would have him go."
Here also we have tho first realistic balancing of the two con-
trasting types --Lady Ingor's grim aspect, her tragic brooding
against the pure sweet winsomeness ' of Elina's feminine trust.
Th e Vikings of Helgeland :
We easily observe in reading Ibsen's plays consecutively
that "The Vikings of Helgeland" is the last play in which the
idea is made subservient to romantic atmosphere. From now on
his characters act more or less through a definite theory of
life. Keen analyst that he was, Ibsen realized the mediocrity
of the aspirations and achievements of his countrymen. He meant
this play to be a tonic—an invigorant. The generation as he
knew it was sated with emotionalism.
,
insincerity, and forgotten
loyalty.
"Thus Ibsen sought, through the sublime
horror of the wild, tragedy of ancient
days, to shame and siWe his generation
by thrusting into its eyes the greatness
of its forefathers --pass ion that with
swift, ruthless strides pushes on to its
aim; pride of strength that is too vigo-
rous for idle words; that acts quickly and
In silence, suffers in silence, dies in si-
lence, when wills were of steel, and hearts
of gold, so that their deeds have lived
down the centuries."!
We see In Sigurd, the Ibsen type-hero, strong, courageous, dar-
ing. For the first time we see the consequences of the Lie which
is later to be reinforced, and the consequences which Ibsen, the
realist and truth-seeker, does not fail to show. His insight in-
1. The New Spirit—Havelock Ellis. P. 19.
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to the producing of drnmatio effect and its effect upon the audi-
ence is shown in tho sine grouping as v/e have mentioned before in
"Catiline"--3igurd, torn between the virile, daring Hjordis and
the gentle Dagny; with Gunnar brave, generous, courageous also,
but not in the same proportions as Sigurd. Passages of the personal
Ibsen, of Ibsen the idealist is seen in several places, such as:
"Happiness is worth a daring deed; we arc both froe if we but will
it" yet v/e find little or no information showing Ibsen the man, al-
tho ' Ibsen the artist is most plainly evident. The grooing, the
uncertainty of the dramatist, is shown, yet the manipulation of
psychological machinery, especially in the second act, is the work
of a genius.
Lo""^ | s Comedy :
In this play we are introduced to the biting, independent
satirist which was Ibsen, The slow and public method of betroth-
al in Norway filled him with impatience and gave him occasion to
show that according to him, anything was better than the publi-
city, the meddling, and the long-drawn out ceremonies. Again v/e
must keep in mind that v/e are dealing with the young Ibsen, for
the satire in this play, the fire, the cynicism represent more
the impertinence which is found so often in young people, than the
daring of a philosopher. His analysis of life and his' keen pen-
etration into cause and effect are shown in the conclusion that
ease and joy of possession cause satiety and weary discontent. It
is to save his lovers from this fate that Ibsen sometimes makes
them renounce each other. Thus v/e see the two strong, passionate
lovers, Falk and Svanhild, who seeing on every side the dullness
r
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and stupid torpors of living, decide to loavo each other, \nd
live in memory. Ibsen makes FfOk utter the same sentiment
which he himsolf expresses in the following words as to the
ennobling effect of loss and remembrance:
"Away with rvmmer. There is tho memory of
it to send one on his road; what are the
joys of a brief springtime to the recol-
lection, the vibrant remembrance which
lasts one throughout old age.'"
Although we observe bravado, irony, r>nd pessimism in this play,
yet Ibsen the idealist and romanticist is present also, for un-
derlying it all we can detect a noble conception of love itself.
It is not the illusion of love Ibsen satirizes; it is the stupid
habit into which it degenerates, aided by narrow conventions.
Just how much of marriage he wishes us to accept and how much to
reject, we are not sure. In fact, we have reason to believe that
he was not sure himself, for towards the end of the play we are
able to detect his characteristic tendency to laugh at his own
foibles. The truth seeker is ready to accept human limitations
in dealing adequately with certain subjects. Ibsen's personal
belief in the "mariage de convenance" is evidenced by his mak-
ing Guldstad, one of the most pleasing of the characters speak
enthusiastically in its favor. The importance of this defense of
Guldstad appears in its influence on the outcome. In the name of
the ideal, Ibsen weighed love and found it wanting in the guise in
Which it appears in life. The characters he shows us who have en-
tered into the marriage bond are anything but inspiring. For ex-
f
ample we have Stiver who had "wasted of i'ice hours in versifying"
during tho time of courtship hopelessly changed, and especially
tho dull Pastor Strawman, one of the clergymen at whom Ibsen so
loved to point the finger at scorn, the prose of whose life left
not even a corner in which a bit of romance might lurk. Thus,
in Fuil accord with his view, the author makes the principal char-
acters part, Italic, like Ibsen, shows up his idea of the ennobl-
ing inf3uein.ee of a remembered love:
"l-J'en as the grave leads to a better light
,
So love to life may consecrated be
Only when, ''reed from passion, it takes
flight
Into the spirit—realm of memory."
His thought on this subject, bitter and satiric as it was, served
as an active iritant. In -it, Ibsen's bservat icn of humanity
for the first time was given modern expression. Jaeger says
"Ibsen scourged love in the name of love
itself."
This, his first social play, served Ibsen ill, as we can readily
Imagine, with his countrymen. He shot his first bolt, as it
were, and had to wait for a time before his attack was renewed
with far greater force upon the castle of conservatism.
The Pretenders :
On the safe authority of George Brandeswe may identify Skule
with Ibsen himself, while Haakon represents Ibsen's more fortunate
competitor for leadership, Bjornson. In his portrayal of Haakon
'I
or Bjornson we see the generosity of Ibsen, for he showed him as

the bravo, buoyant loader of mon, confident of his rightoous cause
just and energetic, socuro In hi3 kingship because ondov/ed by-
birth with all kingly qualities. He presented himself as a man
wrecked by brooding distrust of himself and others, Ibson was con
scions of a "call" to do a work for his follow mon. This sense
of responsibility made him lose much of the contentment in life
which otherwise would be his. Brandes wrote:
"Ibson, I may safely as sort--has no con-
sciousness of being a part of the whole,
the leader of a group, a member of so-
ciety; he feels himself exclusively a
gifted individual."
At. the time of the writing of this play Ibsen was undergoing a
tormenting doubt as to the genuineness of his own call. The of-
fice of Skule as a personification of the poet's own tortured
frame of mind is evidenced throughout the piece. In "The Preten-
ders" Ibsen stands forth as a psychologist intent on understanding
the individual in his relation to the facts of life. His insight
as a psychologist, is shown from the play itself:
Skule asks:
"What gift do I need to become a King?"
"My lord," says the Skald, "you are a king.'"
Skule utters the reply:
"Have you, at all times, full faith that you
are a Skald?"
What a superb and adequate statement of the doubt and questionings
of a man's soul J It reveals to us a personal reflection of his
own spiritual attitude. Ibsen set "The Pretenders" before the
( I
i
public fortified to nocept rejection. With thi3 attitude, pub-
lic opinion lost its powor to hurt him, for the experience he
had with "Love's Comedy"
1. "had made him wary of sending his opin-
ions to the joust under their own arms
and with visor open. 1
Therefore he was not too disappointed when even this play failed
to show the nation that Norway had produced a man of astounding
gen i\i s
.
Brand ;
"Brand" emphasizes Ibsen's proof of his regard rather than
of his ha^e, as some have remarked, for Norway—showing his pas-
sionate eagerness to see his people rise from sloth and weakness.
He affordSus a glimpse of the narrow traits of the Skien commun-
ity and officialdom by which religion was regulated. His battle
cry is Freedom and Individuality . --Be yourself. Typically Ibsen
is "Brand" in his merciless portrayal of the half-heartedness
and hypocrisy of those who propose a theory as their own, the ten-
ets and demands of which they do not strive or wish to understand.
It reveals the tragedy of Ibsen or of the man who would force his
ideal on others. In Brand we have a man of heroic mold, striving
to put into practice Ideals which will admit of no compromise.
This spirit of compromise is contemptuous to the Innate truthful-
ness of Ibsen.
1. Interpereters of Life and the Modern Spirit--Archibald Hen-
derson. P. 11.

He hated that code of morality by which a half-hearted allegiance
was acceptod--by which adherents to I.his code did not dare to dis-
regard all its precepts nor incorporate them unflinchingly into
their lives. In other words it is the half -heartedness , the lax-
ity, the hypocritical Insincerity of society in preofeasing n([ i-
deal beyond its capacity of attainment whteh "Brand" satirizes.
Ibsen's independence and isolation is shown in the stoicism of
his attitude toward his family. To him, fidelity to the ideal
involved perpetual sacrifice and therefore in life necessity de-
manded the sacrifice of all "earthly encumbrances." In this play,
for the first time, he felt the stern duty of the patriot to
chastize his fatherland. We see the human Ibsen, who was zealous
to connect all efforts with himself. He said
"Brand is myself in my best moments." •
The lonely Ibsen, the Ibsen closely related to his characters is
shown in the following words to his friend:
"Dear Bjornson," he writes, "it seems to
me as if I were separated from both God
and men by a great and infinite void.
"
Ibsen the analyst, says that Brand came Into being
"as a result of something which I had not
observed but experienced."
Brand then, self-portrait of Ibsen, was the product of an inner
urge, or necessity. His "All or Nothing,' 1 so impossible of achiev
ment, makes George Brandes' characterization "tragedy of realism"
very apt. We wannot study the play without asking
"Are the requirements of life irreconcil-
able with high faith and lofty ideals?"
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Should wo ask Ibsen if he would reply
"To ask is my vocation, not to answer."
We can only infer what his answer would be from what he said
should not be.
IVer (iyn I.
.
In "Peer" we have a type in direct contrast to that shown
us in Brand. In the latter we have an herioc soul striving to carry
out to a logical conclusion the tenets of pietism that is the
theory of life in Norway. In"Poor Gynt" we have a view of the
Norwegian every-day man, . money-seeking, self -gratifying. This
picture is also drawn out to its logical conclusion, and the
soul of the man acting the worldly ideal of the age as if it were
real, through the keen penetration of Ibsen and the masterly strokes
of his genius, stands shivering before us. The personal growth
of Ibsen is manifested in this play in two ways. First, just as
in Brand, we see the groping of the master-mind for a solution of
that individuals im for which he is making as strong a plea. Sec-
ondly, we see his attention for the first time drawn, in the name
of the same spirit of individualsim, to the rights of women.
Ibsen's knowledge of human nature is shown by his able por-
trayal of the stoic Brand and so soon after as masterly a
presentation of the irresolute Peer. This penetration, plus
his genius for vivid presentation, makes the death-bed scene of
Peer's mother throb with human value. As Moses says
,
"The sheer wantonness of its action is
compelling— the child-like beauty of
its tragic inconsequence Is the highest
poetic expression of Ibsen."

truth-seeker must necessarily draw him with an appreciation
Tor human limitations, Firmness, and the surety of the master,
is shown in the beautiful impartiality of the pictures given us
of EWtsberg and Monsen.
In this, Ibsen's f rst realistic i<lay, l,he verisimilitude,
and vividness is unsurpassed. There appears no degeneracy to
caricature, Although he smiles sardonically, Ibsen's satire
is restrained and moderate throughout.
Pillars of Society :
In the "Pillars of ^Society" we have a cutting exposition
of the shams and hypocrisies of the small community and the
numerous consideration which must weigh with the individual,
thereby crippling personal initiative. The 'personal in Ibsen
is seen in the depiction of this small community, for we yre sure
that elements of Skien and Grimstad are here bound together
in remin scence of the indignities which his sensitive nature
dwelt upon too fljuch, and consequently over-emphasized. The
state Of mind which inspired "Pillars of Society" was one which
saw evidences in society of decay. The truth -"telling, inde-
pendent analyst read conformity to customs and beliefs which
had in reality lost meaning. In his characterization of Bernick,
he shows us that open conformity very often goes hand in hand
with secret violation, and that a character which is outwardly
resplendent may be inwardly had. As we have said, reminiscences
of his own boyhood and youth are herein portrayed, but the
lesson is universal, for it is a typical "small town" tragedy,
not only of Norway but of the civilized world. Ibsen the
enius, the realist, the analyst, shows us his dramati s personae ,
•
tenaciously bo tradition, completely out of tune with the times;
Lunestad, country gentleman, just beating the law by the Trac-
tion of an inch; Stensgaard and Monson, lawyer and land-owner,
respectively trying to amount to something, one by speech making
the other by swindling. Just as Ibsen himself felt a "call"
to the achievement of a certain good to man and exemplified
this in many of his characters, so his keen delving mind did
noli fail to realize that others, not so ardent and selfless,
might find it to their liking to have a "call" also. Thus
we have Stensgaard who falsely thinks himself called.
aJ
Democracy was Ibsen's bugbear, for A we have mentioned be-
fore, his estimate of the average man's aspirations and capa-
bilities was not very high. Democracy meant to him, as it did
to Carlysle, "a government of fools by fools." His motive was
misunderstood by this blind generation, and the Liberals, fail-
ing to note that Ibsen attacked Liberal shams and not liberalism
took up arms against, him. For this reason and because of the
fact that he was undecided whether or not to return home, his
temper was in a very uncertain state. Although no remark was
made in answer to the furor created by the Li. erals --evidence
of his independence and aloofness --nor to the fact that the
breech between Bjornson and himself had widened considerably,
never theless, the human, lonesome heart of the man is shown
in his appreciation of the championship of Dr. Brandes. He
was, as Ibsen remarked "someone who understands me." Ibsen,
being of the old school himself, in his delineation of the
character of Bratsberg was naturally sympathetic, yet the
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In speaking of "Peer Gynt" to his friend, Ibsen reveals him-
self to us protty acuratoly.
"In my quiet moments I sound and probe
and dissect my own inward part."
Upon the completion of "Peer Gynt" a very able young critic
of twenty-four produced his "first impression of Ibsen.
He attacked "Peer Gynt" as "neither beautiful or true." The
spirited independence, the penetration, the indif I'erence so
characteristic of Ibsen is -manifested in the reply to Brandes
(for it was he) who became as a result, an ardent Ibsen champ-
ion and"got rid of all the prejudice which were due to edu-
cation and tradition.' The reply was that Ibsen was utterly
indifferent to aesthetic conventions; that ugliness, if it
were full of character, was as valuable as beauty "by virtue
of its inherent truth ."
League of Youth :
We have in "The League of Youth" the first prose comedy
of modern life which Ibsen had written and it became a
scalding satire on the hypocrisy he saw manifested by the
politicians of his day. In this play we have undoubtedly
the closest approach to American conditions that he had yet
written. It is very probable that his open, searching
mind realized that human nature is much the same the world
over, and that would apply as true in Norway would apply
elsewhere as well. Be that as it may, the satire loses
none of the sting since we are well aware of the types
introduced. For example, we have Bratsberg, clinging
•
each ono with his individual initiative a negative quantity
in the narrow confines of the community. The value of his work
is shown in the attitude he takes toward those dominated per-
sonalities. As Moses so realistically puts it, Ibsen cries:
"You are a humbug." Am I?" we ask oursekves, taking the
burden of the accusation upon our own shoulders. Bernick
epitomizes the lie in "plain clothes"--this "pillar"who seeks
his personal advantage in all things. In the portrayal of
gossip, without which the small community could not live, we see
Ibsen's personal knowledge and his un rring insight by placing,
three women and Dr. Ronlund together. Martha is another one
of the unselfish Ibsen-type women. His characteristic attitude
toward sacrifice and man's inherent ingratitude is shown in her
love for Johan. In this play the individualist manifests him-
self by showing that individualsim is the basic, strength of
human happiness. The speech of Ronlund in the Consul's praise
allows us to see the sarcastic Ibsen, Ibsen the satirist, in
high relief* In the ending of "Pillars of Society" we have a
feeling that our poets fears the full flight of his wings, and
we see Bernick revealing his past hypocrisies . --In other words
we are given the conventional happy ending.
In the self-flaying of Bernick, so realistically, so
decidedly does the mantle of deceit drop from him there is no
doubt in our minds that it is Ibsen himself and not Bernick
who is casting forth the "thunderbolt of truth." We may go on
to add in the words of one authorized to make such a statement:

"The characters are actuated hy theories
which emanate from Ihsen and not from
themselves; try as you will to garb Ber-
nick in the clothes of consistency, they
cling limply as all sentiments do that are
imposed. H '
On the whole the play is descriptive of the small com-
munity which because it will endure no non-conformity
crushes its members and gives them no choice but to accept
either a deadening hypocrisy or social ostracism.
1. The Man, His Art, and His Significance. Hafedane MadfaJLl,

I ml I 1 : : ! mi i\n :
In taking up "A Doll's House", it 13 well to keep in mind
the words of Joseph Dunoyor as the attitude which Ibsen took
on the subject oi' women's rights and marriage:
"«Te ne propse rion, jo n' impose rien,
j 'expose.
"
With the keen penetration which never failed him, and pos-
sessing as he did the sort of mind which would inevitably draw
all things to its logical conclusion, it is but natural that
he should detect the flaw existing in marriage. As he saw it,
women did not act according to their own ideals as determined by
character, temperament, or endowments, but rather according to the
masculine ideal of womanhood then prevalent. Ibseri himself once
remarked that it was not a question of women upon which he dwelt,
but rather a question involving the whole of mankind. He con-
sidered it his office to ask questions not to answer them. Under
the light of his own luminous contemplation, the dangerous intri-
cacies of a problem such as this, are exposed. With scrupulous
avoid.mce of any high-colouring or overstatement, the truth-seek-
ing poet, with relentless hand, pictures for us the problem as he
sees us, and the realism of his treatment makes his satire more
scathing and the tragic element more terrifying. Boyesen says:
"The power of "Doll's House" is not vio-
lent, but it throbs with nervous tension.
"
As we have mentioned, ten years previously with some show of
pride, Ibsen had written to Botten-Hansen that he was imoelled to
write not because he considered the subject matter to be good but

because of doop inner motives. lie remarked also that by
real istically depicting life i.\3 he saw it, ho would thereby ef-
fect his own "spiritual emancipation and purification." Undoubt-
edly his idea was that by calmly and coldly exposing; flaws or
ovil3, he would set before his fellow-men problems which could
stand and even demanded meditation with the possibility of sub-
sequent amendment. I say calmly and coldly for that was Ibsen's
method. As a result the word "stagnant" has been applied to his
work, but whether we are inclined to assent to this choice or
not, we must admit that his work in no way whatever lacks ener-
gy. Ibsen's ideas, as v/e should expect of one who took a keen in-
terest in the detecting of motives, instead of expanding rather
concentrated, and this concentration produced a feeling of intense
energy.
Nora, in her outburst of independence, makes her husband re-
alize that
1. "he is not a creature of one superior spe-
cies, Man, living with a creature of an-
other and inferior species, Woman, but
that mankind is male and female, like other
kinds, and that the inequality of the sexes
is literally a cock and bull story, certain
to end in such an unbearable humiliation as
that which our suburban King Arthurs suffer
at the hands of Ij"l
Keen penetrr.tion and extraordinary technique is evidenced in the
Tarantelle whose wild unresting movement so adequately expresses
the seething and scarcely understood turmoil in the heart of Nora.
To her, whose lack of character development brought about the cri-
sis of the play, the relentless Ibsen characteristically offers
1. Dramatic Opinions and Essays--G. Bernard Shaw. P. 256.

the cup of renunciation which ho considered necessary to riteel
her character. Insight, independence, aloofno3s--all are mnni-
fested in the manner' in which the Ibsen senrchlight of groat il-
luminating power is hold to expose pitilessly that which wo in
our "conspiracy of silence" do not see because we dare not see.
This searchlight is not turned on the subject of mar^ir-ge because
Ibsen feels there is something wrong with that institution, but
rather points out the necessity of a healthily-laid foundation
upon which subsequent details may firmly rest. Thus another plea
for individualism is made. Once more has our analyst sounded
the "tocsin of revolt," but it is not revolt as popularly con-
ceived. By means of Nora he makes his meaning clearer. "It is
the human soul that must revolt" he tells us. That Nora will
find herself, that Helmar may grow so as to be capable of under-
standing the "miracle of miracles;" that the family may be rees-
tablished on a firmer basis, we may logically hope. We all may
put our own construction that typical Ibsen reply: "I Wonder. 11
We end this study of "A Doll's House" with a note which Ibsen
struck for the benefit of women in general through the transla-
tion of Maurice Bigeon:
1. "A ceux qui leur parlent de devoir social
de religion, de maternite', de famille de
tous ces principes seculaires, dont la so-
ci^te" tyrannioue fit ses plus fermes appuis,
lis repondent ce que Nora repond a Helmer
en ce moment tragique ou elle va partir,
dans la nuit et 1 ! incertitude , vers , 1 ' accom-
plissement de ses veritables destinees: "ivies
devoirs les plus sacrees ce sont ir.es devoirs
enver s mo i-meme . 1
1. Les. Revoltes Scandinaves—Maurice Bigeon—P. 304.

Ghos t s t
In writing this drama, Ibsen said he must be about "removing
some boundnry posts." By this he meant that the motive of the
play was his own attitude and not the opinions of his characters.
Thus we have a drama the subject matter of which wa3 life couched
in terms of living, breathing humanity. It is concentrated, in-
tense, enervating. Its pitijesa calm audacity is terrifying yet
after analysis of Ibsen's motives and some knowledge of Ibsen,
the man, we find such a characterization as that which the "Daily
Telegraph" of England offered, not true. Such terms as "mass of
vulgarity, egotism, coarseness, and absurdity"--" rross indecorum"
seem to betray a fundamental ignorance in the subject attacked.
"Ghosts" is a reply, (a stinging one, radical and revolutionary to
be sure, but then Ibsen was never one to mince matters) to those
who so vigorously attacked "A Doll's House" and the attitude which
Nora took in leaving her husband. V/e have in "Ghosts" Ibsen the
realist in all the force and pitilessness which he manifested in
that role. If people did not wish to accept the conclusion which
he saw fit to draw in "A Doll's House," let them have a play in
which their own ideas are drawn out to their logical conclusions.
Despite much destructive criticism, Brandes calls the writing of
"Ghosts" a noble deed."
From his outpost of observation, Ibsen studied life and the
stuff of which it is made.
"Popular morality was to him a vast bog;
only the lightest persons can cross it
without noticing that the ground is not
firm beneath their feet, while he whose
steps go through learns that, the deeper
he sinks, the more yielding becomes the
earth beneath him. Pie is seized with

panic, he struggles to gain a foothold,
but he does not find it for there is
none to find. It 18 worse than a hog;
It is as if the firm compact earth it-
self were torn from under his foot, and
he were cast upon the open sea. This 13
what the current view leads to; these are
the consoouonces of those conventional o-
pinions that stalk among us like ghosts.
Tear off the veil, scrape away the super-
ficial layer of hypocrisy and the grinning
features of selfishness will confront you
not only in persons like Regina and the
cabinet maker Engstrand, but even in such
hard-headed and worthy members of society
as Pastor Manders."!
Granted unscientific bungling to which he was gloriously un-
conscious, Ibsen wished to show that Mr3. Alving, who incident-
ally is the greatest woman character that he ever drew, hod
she not listened to the self -centered, ' egotistical Pastor Manders,
might have prevented the awful tragedy of Oswald's mental decay.
In his treatment of heredity the question hits been proposed as
to the advisability of leaving such investigations for the med-
ical profession. Ibsen saw the necessity of a logical answer
to the attacks on his former play, and since idealism prompted
the handling of such a theme we have no alternative but to admit
that the human soul^s, illuminated as they were by the lightning
flash, of his genius, performed the office he gave them adequately.
Knowing human limitations as he did, and the inability of
most of us to accept life so realistically portrayed, Ibsen him-
self felt a certain revulsion against his own methods. He could
not help wondering whether in his role of absolute truth-teller
1. Henrik Ibsen--A Critical Biography . --Henrik Jaeger. P. 248-49.
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ho wai losing sight of tho end for which ho was striving, namely,
the good of humanity, and in reality, leaving the spectator, fac-
ing as ho does no significant a silonce, baffled, unstrung, help-
loss. Be that as it mny, we are sure that never again does he
attain the height of steel-blue coldness shown in "Ghosts."
'\n Eno 1 1H of the I' e op 1 '
'
:
We have in "An Enemy of the People" no rounding of individ-
ual aims, and no clement of love upon which to linger. Wft must
put it in the class of pure exposition, were it not for the fact
that the character drawing is "instinct with warmth and individ-
uality." This play may be considered as a dramatization of all
Ibsen stood for--as a replica of his own life. We can see in
each of his plays a chronicle of his soul life during a certain
period. In "An Enemy of the People," we have a new variation of
the theme in "Brand". He deals now with a Brand endowed with keen
penetration into civic duties, --Dr. Stockmann or Ibsen himself.
Just as we have the Brand of former years ending in defeat so we
have Dr. Stockmann ending his days in isolation and loneliness.
How typical of Ibsen himself at this period. The fight for the
Ideal is made by Dr. Stockmann on a smaller scale. At the end he
too expresses Brand's contempt for the multitude. Just as Ibsen
showed by means of "Ghosts" that moral sources were corrupt, so
Dr. Stockmann makes the same discovery concerning the water supply.
It is still another arraignment against the stunting, crippling
effect of a conventionally-bound small society upon the souls of
men. He shows with keen penetration that unless truth exists in
personal and social relations, they cannot endure.

Dr. Stockman is the man i lest character in Ibsen's work
and the one which beat portrays the author's personal frame of
mind. Regardless of his position and of his means of liveli-
hood, Dr. Stockman, liko Ibsen himself, utters the truth,
will not join the "conspiracy of silence" which does not see
since it will not see. We have inferred that the accusations
many members of contemporary society made against Ibsen pro-
duced an. exhilarating rath r than a depressing effect upon him.
Dr. Stockman, or Ibsen, considered it not a disgrace but rather
an honor to be persecuted by such a society. Apropos of this,
we catch a glimpse into the humor which Ibsen did not often
manifest but which we are sure he possessed by the remark:
"One should nevei? put on one's best trou-
sers to battle for freedom and truth."
The reason for his undervaluation for civilization is that he
saw through the hypocrisy and the ignominious compromise by
which there occurred^
1. "a surrender and curtailment of our natural
rights and liberties in return for a paltry
security for life and limb, "l
In Act III the allegory of the water pipes gives place to a
direct attack against politics. The strength and fury of his
own personal feelings could not be contained in an allegorical
setting but needed a new channel
"just as a stream breaks through its re-
straining banks at the time of Spring
freshets .
"
1. A Commentary on the Writings of Henrik Ibsen--H. H. Bayesen.
P. 7.

Ibsen, keenly analytical, realizod that Dr. Stockmann,
like Falk, Brand, llora and others, must be made to end in
loneliness and isolation. How could it be otherwise since
Dr. Stockmann more than any other creation was essentially Ibsen
himself. Other characters had some of the qualities which Ibsen
possessed, some more than others, but Stockmann was Ibsen, the
dweller on the heights. Like Nora, the first impulse of
Dr. Stockmann is to leave the scene of battle in order to re-
cuperate. We find this idea coming from him toward the end of
the play:
"We will live no longer in the midst of
such corruption. Pack up as quickly as '
thou canst, Katrine; the sooner we get
away, the better."
However, Ibsen, Dr. Stockmann protem. , valiant fighter that he
was, abandons such a procedure on the reflection that:
"Here will I conquer.' Shall I perchance
be driven from the field by public opin-
ion and a compact majority and similar
abominations? Ho, thank you J For my pur-
pose is simple, and clear, and straight-
forward. "
Ibsen's mind was alert and analytical to his own faults as
well as those of others and with the failure of Dr. Stockmann
(and incidentally of himself) there came to his mind the suspi-
cion that possibly there was something wrong in the method he
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was using to promote Idealism. The quest ion--Can the truth be
told to tho ordinary man? suggested itself to him. From the con-
clusion ho reached that troiJ do 7,0 lo may do as much harm as in-
sincority and that through want of discernment and lack of propor-
tion tho Idealist may bo working harm to his mission, he was im-
pelled in a burst of self-directed satire to write the following
play.
"The Wild Duck :
With this play we have Ibsen's last word on the cowardice
and blindness of society. After he had finished "An Enemy of the
People," he was filled with questions and foreboding. All his
life he had been delving deeply into the intricacies which go to
make up life and realistically, with the passionless indifference
and aloofness of the serene Buddha, revealing the lies and hypo-
crisies by which men fool not only others but also themselves.
Nov/, with almost cruel clarity, the insight of Ibsen realizes that
the truth is by no means an unqualified boon and in most cases is
fit only for spiritual giants. Taking into consideration once more
the varying details which go to make up human existence he realizes
that it is rather senseless to go about making the uncompromisingly
ideal demand of every-day people. Jaeger says that when Ibsen wrote
"The Wild Duck" it almost seems as if this faith in human nature's
capability of being made better had betrayed him. Dowden however
disagrees with him. He says
BWe do well to proclaim the claims of the ideal,
by 'when crazy people' as the good, ignorant Gina
shrewdly says, 'go about presenting the claims of
the what-do-you-call it' who can answer for the
consequences? "1
1. Essays-Modern and Elizabethan--!!. Dowden. P. 22.

"The Wild Ducks" versos on a repudiation of all Ibsen had
strivon for. In seeing truth or what he belioved to be truth
he could bo quite as pitilossly cruel toward himself as to-
ward his fellows. I thinl< for this reason much can be for-
given this stern dissector and the steel-blue coldness of his
procedure. In Gregers Werele we have, of course, a caricature
portrait of Ibsen himself, cynical and satiric. A deep, tragic,
undertone is struck in the picture given us of Hedvig. Here
somehow, the heart incapable of revealing the love and gratitude
it often felt betrays the crusty, aloof, self-sufficient analyst,
for in Hedvig, we find one of the most irrestible >nd delicate
of all the Ibsen children due doubtedly to the fact that it
was colored with a tender memory of his siter--conf idante of
former years, --and the "only one of the Ibsens who possessed
the wisdom to agree to disagree, and yet practice tolerance."
Before writing "The Wild Duck" Ibsen was in a mood of
deep dejection. He felt that in his uncompromising demand for
the Ideal he may have done as much harm to those incapable of
standing unqualified truth as the Gregers Werele of his play.
In Dr. Relling's portrait, he shows us not only his genius, but
his power of adjustment once he found a real reason for cham-
pioning the "other side 1 of the question. Hitherto, it has been
Truth alone. Now, we see that according to the doctrine of
Dr. Relling lies or illusions far from being an objection are
advocated. According to his theory--and Ibsen' s--we all have
illusions and our happiness depends on the completeness and
vividness with which they are carried into activity. An

arm lysis of the latest Ibsen theory given us through
Dr. tolling makes us wonder if some friend of tho same type Qft
Gregers V'erle succeeded in convincing us of our littleness
whether or not we too would follow the example of Hodvig. Accord-
ing to this it is just as well that none of us realise with abso-
lute correctness our relation to tho universe. As Leaning says:
"If God held truth shut in his right hand,
and in his left hand nothing but the ever-
restless striving for truth, tho' with the
condition of forever erring and should say
to me 'Choose' I would humbly bow to His
left hand and say 'Father, give me this;
pure truth is for Thee alone.''"
In no other of his plays, and to not half the extent, does Ibsen
show himself the analyst, the truth seeker, the individualist,
the aider of man. With George Bernard Shaw I say:
1. n here shall I find an epithet magnificent
enough for "The Wild Duck?"l
With the writing of "The Wild Duck" comes the realization
that the real problem for the individual is to discover himself
in life. In the same year in which this play was being written,
Ibsen spoke twice in his letters of "the duty and the right of
realizing one's self" and by this he meant finding life's ultim-
ate meaning and the happiness which this discovery will briner.
His plays hereafter do not deal with society but with individual
problems of character and conscience.
1. Dramatic Opinions and Essays—G. Bernard Shaw. P. 266.
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Th« despondency which producod "The Wild Duck" was not of
long duration. In Rosmersholm, Jaoger says:
"it has disappeared and his idealism appears
anew in a nobler and more lovoable sbapc
than evr before."
The atmosphere which we find as a background for "Rosmersholm"
was occasioned by the realization of Ibsen that the fight for
causes was replaced by a vulgar abuse of persons* Therefore we
have him seeking here, not for truth and liberty, but for toler-
ance of humanity as well. Gome authors have stated that in this
play especially, Ibsen v/as an iconoclast. However since the out-
come of the arguments is that we cannot ignore the claims of tradi
tion, it would appear that the basis for such a judgment is un-
sound. The clear vision of the man, the psychological insight
into the inner workings of the mind impelling one to action, the
genius by which each sentence is charged with significance al-
though the forces deslt with are elusive, all are stamped clearly
upon Rosmersholm.
In refusing to allow Rebecca to marry Rosmer because of -her
subtle influence in causing the death of Beata, Ibsen shows unu-
sual insight into the intricacies of the feminine heart and the
complexities of feminine emotions. According to the Ibsen analy-
sis, there Is joy in discipline as well as in renunciation.
His keen sense of justice is well manifested in the play.
He makes us look with respect upon the ultra-conservatism of Kroll
while Mortensgard gets the contempt he so well deserves. In other
f
words the balance is scrurmlously maintained "between the Conserva-
tives and the Liberals domonstrat ing the justification of each.
We find in the writing of "Rosrnersholm" the same "need" as that
3hown in tho preface of "Brand" years before when Ibsen said:
"I must- -I must J a voice calls me from
my heart's depths and I must follow itJ"
He unburdened himself of what he termed a "vital necessity". 'fl-ie
aloofness, isolation, ano1 independence of the poet i3 shown by
the fact that although he knew what he had to say through the
mouth of nosmer would give offense to many, he nevertheless pur-
sued his course unflinchingly. In a man of Rosrner's type we see
identity with Ibsen especially in inward experiences. Ibsen, us-
ing R'osmer as his mouth-piece says
"Men are grooving evil in the conflict now
being waged. Peace and joy and reconcil-
iation must be brought to their souls J
"
Hot much of the Iconoclast there.' Self-sacrificing love is also
extolled in this play. It is in this element that it finds its
Credo—and -this Credo belongs not to the play alone. It is Ib-
sen's own, for we find in a later play even Ibsen must pay homage
where homage Is due.
Hedda Gab I or :
In the pictures he gave us of Mrs. Alving and Rebecca "-est
Ibsen has, In part, prepared us for Hedda Gabler. They had pagan
license in mind but beside this Hedda Gabler also lacked the
heart. Ibsen was not blind to the fact that In finding oneself
r
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there i3 always a certain point marked "Beware, Dangerous Cross-
ing." In liia knowledge of the nervous framework v/hich is so im-
portant in the construct ion of woman, lie also realized that there
nr< individuals who ruthlessly consider this not at all, Such an
individual was Hedda Gabler whom Lichtenborger describes as
"the pagan, persuaded of the legitimacy of
her natural instincts and of her rights
to happiness .
"
It is easy to trace the derivation from "Ghosts" and "Rosmers-
holm, " Vith his usual penetration Ibsen sees that the doctrine of
independence which he advocated for Mrs. Alving may be carried to
extremes by those who will not restrain their impulses r-nd are im-
pelled to seek only and in all things ,joie do vivr-e . True to his
principles he does not allow even himself to escape dissection.
He is forever revising the opinions to which he formerly held,
questioning the convictions at which he had previously arrived and
subjecting them to further tests. The truth is that for which he
aimed. Sometimes, and this proves the openness of his mind he
ends by confirming the thesis he started by subverting.
"These are no mere portrait busts," says
Rubek of his sculptures. "There is some-
thing quivocal, cryptic, lurking in and
behind these busts--a secret something that
the people themselves cannot see."
Hedda embodies this characterization. The comparison which likened
her to a Sargent painting in which/ the flesh tints, the pose, the
sinuous lines and expression all conduce toward suggesting the
rr
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tompcramont uonen un is very apt.
Tho technical genius of Ibsen, together with hia unfailing
vision, placed in contrast to the incomprehensible Hedda tho "in-
significant little fool" Tlioa. Tho former, v/ith hor cold but
nevertheless oxplosivo intensity, gives us the impression not of
a more woman but rather of a cold slim weapon, shining and deadly,
while Trea lilvsted by her pure sweetness and faith is enabled to
aid struggling man. It is significant and consistent in the por-
trayal of a nature of such hard metallic lustre, that at tho crit-
ical moment in which v/ith calm deliberation she burns the manuscript,
Hedda Gabler does so t with, absolutely no emotion. She does not even
tear it--simply burns it v/ith a passionless, cool detachment.
We are brought fo.ee to face v/ith the utter depravity of the
main character by the picture we are given in which a distorted
sould is laid bare and we see nothing which even remotely resembles
womanhood and the qualities which should go toward moulding it.
Once again we have the economy of Ibsen manifested in the use of
his favorite grouping--Luvborg between the virile Hedda and the
sweet Thea v/ith the weaker less impressive Tesman as foil. His
irony is shown by allowing the despised weaker man to obtain the
gentle but ennobling woman.
The final judgment of "Hedda. Gabler" may be adequately given
in the words of Flaubert:
"The Author in his T"ork must be like God in
the universe, present everywhere, and vis-
ible nowhere; art being a second nature, the
creator of this nature must act by an analo-
gous prodedure, must make us feel in all the
i
atoms, undor all aspects, an impassi-
bility soci'ot, infinite. The effect
for the 3poctator iituat be a species of
amazement. How is it all done? one
must say, and ono fools shattered with-
out knowing why ."
a
,
froii. bha ooa :
ith this play is introduced a now phase in Ibsen's work:
"the element of the future." We see him in this symbolic roaster-
piece rising to lofty speculative heights. He has shown us with
deliberation and an impersonal detachment, the harm vvhich lack of
independence and individuality can bring about. He shows us how
this independence can be used to the detriment of society. In
spite of the fact that Ibsen over and over again said that his
office was to ask questions not to answer them, we have . in this
play a kind of solution. He, from his "height on the mountain-
top" saui clearly that before the time comes when the human will
resigns itself to the inevitable discipline of life there are
times when all feel the desire for complete and absolute liberty.
This desire has been likened to "the throes of chained Titans
within--" A rebellion of some kind or another is the motif upon
which Ibsen sounds all major and minor keys.
In "Lady from the Sea" we are shown a psychological develop-
ment in Ibsen himself. He sees now that Truth and Freedom serve
to prepare the way for the Will which, since it has been streng-
thened and fortified by principles emanating from Truth and Free-
dom, will lead its possessor inevitably to contentment. If cur-
tailment of liberty is imposed by one's own heart, Ibsen proves'
adequately there can be no deprivation.
If) this play, Dr. Brandes writes that Ibsen
f
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"has --with his usual pregnant brevity,
given expression to his philosophy of
lifo In a new suggestive phase namely,
'thf law of change' It is generally
said that all living things are subject
to the law of development. But the ex-
prossion 'law of change' goe3 deeper and
is more truthful; for change includes
progress and decline, expansion and con-
traction in a single comprehensive word.
In this play we see human feelings formed
and transformed, we see them die out and
come ho life again in a different form.
We see in EllIda, Ibsen's knowledge of women, and his unerring
clarity of judgment. His thesis, that love mu3t be free is ade-
quately proven through his ingenious delineation of the main
character. Tie shows that without freedom of choice there can be
no real development. Ennoblement can be accomplished only from
within and the processes by which this is accomplished is given
us with consummate artistry. "The Lady from the Sea" is a play
of fancy and delicatesse. It is
1. M not an ingenious conception, but a beauti-
ful growth of, the under-sea- -its long ten-
tacles beckoning and floating, appearing
and disappearing, eluding always the under-
standing, but stirring the imagination 'til
it looks, with clear eyes into the depths,
sees there what Ibsen say, and delights in
it with him J "1
The mysterious stranger is symbolic simply of the free, lawless,
untrammelled will which spurns restraint. Ellida is given the
opportunity of making her own choice and by so doing finding peace
and contentment of mind thereby filling a place in the Wangel
household hitherto left vacant. She becomes, in other words,
spiritually acclimated. As this play matured in Ibsen's mind, it,
1. The ibsen Secret-- Jennette Lee. P. 41.

in characteristic fashion, intensified. As a result we hnve
him crystallized--condensod to most vital terms. There is a
soft iridescence about it which miv ^r: it irresistible. Most
hopeful of all arc the final words:
1. "For the Spirit that works through all things
--through sea and earth and the human will
shall work out at last the salvation of that
soul and of society itself. But first there
must come two- -making ready the way— "Truth
and Freedom. "l
1. The Ibsen Secret-- Jennette Lee. P. 152.
v-
Tiu' JUms \.av I >n 1 J <Jj :
In the play "The Master Builder" we have "the last big flame
before the flicker and the night." It is Tsben, shrewdly realiz-
ing himself old. We see with Ibsen's eyes the one who has mounted
steadily upward toward the goal of his ambition coming face to
face with the fact that somehow, somewhere, he has missed the real
meaning of life. He, in his keenness and vital thought, presents
for our meditation the normal tragedy of the successful life. As
usual he shows his interest in things which are passed by ordi-
narily. In the portrayal of Solness* last years we have an in-
sight into the workings of the mind of Ibsen now an old man. Upon
his return to Norway for good, he sees the inevitable law of change
being enact d--the younger generation filling the footsteps of his
contemporaries. A slightly melancholy Ibsen is shown us accept-
ing this law as he does. In Solness" attempt to climb the steeple
and the fall to his death we see Ibsen verging this whole idea.
Better, far better is it according to him, to struggle for the
attainment, of ideals even to the extent of dying for them then to
give up the fight. How typically Ibsen is Solness. The motto of
"The Master Builder" may well be the words of Browning in Andrea
del Sarto:
"A man's reach should exceed, his grasp,
Or what's a heaven for."
The Epi logi.ie
:
We have three plays which went into the making of "The Epi-
logue" namely "Little Eyolf" "John Gabriel Borkman" and "When We

Dead Awaken." In "The Master Builder" there could be detected a
lessening in the power of Isben and in these last plays little of
the genius which characterized such productions as "A Wild Duck,"
"Hedda Gabler" , etc. la evident. However, we find the influence
of hi strong personality in the dramati s personae ho presents.
In the first play the principle characteristic which we find
manifested in Ibsen the old man, is his ability to grasp the Un-
seen, The unerring penetration which served him so well during
his life guided him in the creation of so weird and revoluting a
creature as the rat -wife
1. "in using so abnormal an incident in a realistic
picture of life as the Rat-Wife superstition,
Ibsen, risked losing the illusion of Reality;
but he was treating of death, which is an elu-
sive reality, and he realizes the sense of death
thereby with consumate power." 1
In John Gabriel- Borkman- -the man who mistakes himself for a world
power--we have Ibsen's self portrait tinged a trifle with melan-
choly. The tone of reality which permeates the whole piece makes
us realize that Ibsen is close to the bord.erland separating life
and illusion. Typical characteristics of the virile, keen, aloof,
alert Ibsen there are not and for my purpose there is no reason
to go into the details of these plays further, despite the fact
that to the end Ibsen produced work of consummate artistry. In
"When We Dead. Awaken" we have the tragedy of life's disillusion.
We find traces in it of decay. We have Ibsen, self -analytical
,
1. Ibsen--Haldane Macfall . P. 322

Here, with the grimmest of all irony, he set up his life-
work at the bar of judgment, to strip it naked, and to pour the
scalding satire of his genius upon it. Is the artis tic life
worth the living, even when success crowns all? Has ii> not been
striven for by the artist with the agony and sweat of his life's
toil, simply to wed that same respectability and worldly success
for which the worthy merchant works? And all the while has he
not let life slip through his fingers--real, tingling, glorious
life? Whilst he has grubbed like the sculptor in the dank cellar
that he calls his studio, has not life gone jigging past his doors
laughing and gay in the sunlight? In other words, we have Ibsen
truthful to the end realizing that because of hopeless longing
for the unattainable, because of pursuit; of illusions rather than
of the enduring real, life's best gifts— real life, love, and
happiness-have been sacrificed. In the end realization came
and with it acknowledgement. As an epilogue to the Epilogue we
may aptly quote:
"Great is Eros, and Ibsen--Even Ibsen--is
his prophet."

V. Conclusion
<
So we see the incidents and experiences of his life--the
subtle infruence of the surroundings of hi3 childhood-- jail,
pillory, madhouse—the los3 of his father's estate with ensuing
snubs, real or imagined, of erstwhile friends, the grim grey,
isolated, rebellious apprenticeship at Grimstad, his dishearten-
ing fight with poverty, his struggle for recognition, the blind-
ness of his countrymen, his 3clf -imposed exile, all serving to
do their share in moulding the character of Ibsen. How true it
is thr>t he Nrai trained in the grey school of adversity, and the
hair-shirt of the purseless brotherhood was thrust upon him. For
the best part of his long life he knew no home; his years were
passed in the homelessness of unlovely lodgings at low rentals,
in distant lands, among alien peoples. He knew no bed but the
hired bed of the stranger until his hair was white. "l Since
we have shown in the acknowledged authorities of Brandes,
Jaeger, and others, that the characters of Ibsen's plays were
really Ibsen himself in various moods brought about sometimes bj
his own enthusiasms, sometimes as a result of his contemporaries
whose "conspiracy of silence" stirred him to hot rebellion, it is
easy to see arc logical to admit that the varying aspects of his
life left their effect inevitably upon these characters through
whom he proclaimed himself to the world..
We see him in "Catiline" the adolescent youth, stirred and
enthusiastic, aroused at last from his lethargy and meaningless
work in the apothecary shop, showing thru' Catiline his detesta-
tion of the self-seeking hypocrisy which held sv/ay in Grimstad.
1. Henrik Ibsen- -The Man and His Plays. P. 27.
((
In "The Vikings of Helgoland " we see the penetration of the poot
who brings out the tragedy of a man who has allowed himself to
take credit for another's act. Ibsen' 3 knowledge of others
actions and his desire, in portraying the tormont and ghastly bur
dan of Gunnar, to rid hia countrymen of the "lie", may be seen
here. In "The Pretenders" wo have Ib3en himself portrayed in the
character of Skule--brooding self-distrusting, courageous, ambi-
tious. "Brand" gives us Ibsen the uncompromising idealist in the
character of Brand himself. His battle-cry uMl or Nothing" work
his ruin, just as the same ideal leaves Ibsen isolated and misun-
derstood "among the mountain-tops." "The League of Youth" gives
us Ibsen slightly self-satiric in the person of Stensgaard who
falsely believes himself to have a "call." In "Pillars of Soci-
ety" his pent up bitterness against narrow conventions and rank
hypocrisy is shown. Nora, in A Doll's House" embodies his plea
for individuality. Oswald's fate is Ibsen's realistic reply to
those who would not admit Nora's right to freedom. In "An Enemy
of the People"- he stands forth in the person of -Dr. Stockmann.
Even as Dr. Stockmann, he too, to all appearances was "An Enemy
of the People."
"The Wild Duck" gives us another picture of the part as he
appears to himself in a mood of dejection. G-regers Werle is
Ibsen seeking the unbiased truth regardless of the cost.
Rebecca Vest, Elleda Wangel, Hedda G-abler all portray the result
of the misuse of freedom, thereby showing Ibsen in his keen con-
ception of women, a real feminist.
Thus we see that Ibsen's own character and personality in-
fluenced almost wholly the characters in his plays. They were

"but the niouthpioces through which ho achieved his end, stimulat-
ing aa he did, the workings of conscience. A generous spirit,
an understanding resvilting from sympathetic analysis of motives,
a mind open for conviction, will onevitably load to an apprecia-
tion of Ibsen.
His significance in America lies in the questions relevant
to the deeper Tvoblems of life which knowledge of him must occa-
sion. Our society has been aptly characterized as "youthful, op-
timistic, and inchoate." A reapplication of the lessons he incul-
cated through his challenge for individuality, his insistence upon
the might of right, his realization of the necessity for marriage
to be established on an equal basis, his desire for the develop-
ment, freely and naturally, of the individual, his faith in human
nature, would be of inestimable value to our own society. By way
of conclusion we may quote the words of Polonius in Hamlet since
Ibsen's whole ideal of conduct is therein expressed:
"To thine own self be true
And it doth follow, as the night the day
Thou can'st not then be false to any man.'"
rI
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